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a pair of toddlers
enlarge the puddle—
beginning of spring

Michael Dylan Welch

painting the sea
she lets the water do
what water does

Mimi Ahern

saltmarsh dawn
fish scales glinting
in the otter scat

Kristen Lindquist
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coronavirus—
so many strings attached
to our face masks

J Hahn Doleman

spring garden
she adds to her list
of losses

Julie Warther

at the side of the road
where it happened
daffodils

Mimi Ahern

blackberry winter
the sharp scratch
of memory

Angela Terry
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evening primrose
the things he leaves out
of his story

Jessica Malone Latham

water over creekstones—
who I once was
in who I am now

Susan Antolin

cherry blossom tea
the salt
in our goodbye

Beverly Acuff Momoi

cows
in wild mustard
spring deep

Renée Owen
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where there’s fog
there’s a way—
coastal redwoods

Cherie Hunter Day

tryouts the smile of a one-armed boy

 Bill Cooper

my grandson’s kite
takes flight
murmuration of starlings

Johana West

Daffodil meadow
walking a quiet pathway
into sunshine

Garry Gay
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palm frond shadows
ants float a dropped chip
across the lanai

Kristen Lindquist

our blab blab blab
interrupted . . .
budding trees moon

Alison Woolpert

forgotten bulbs
the dirt in the garden pots
springs back to life

Michèle Boyle Turchi

his smile
and its mismatched tone—
spring peeper

Jessica Malone Latham
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radiant morning
another bee brings its buzz
to the lantana

Nagori

still life
      a fruit fly
switches peaches

Chuck Brickley

lily-of-the-valley . . .
tiny white steps
of first communion

Maxine Grodjinsky

willow leaves
a thousand ways
to dream her

Gregory Longenecker
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clover blossoms
a bumblebee bounces
off its buzzes

Chuck Brickley

fireflies the currency of dreams 

Angela Terry

tree-lined lane
I spread my wings
through the moon roof

Carolyne Rohrig

fresh molehills
he gets away
with everything

J. Zimmerman
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kingfisher
the depths 
of desire

Jeff Hoagland

seedless orange
his past life
full of ellipses

Tanya McDonald

clear-fell
a road pointing
to the sky

Lorraine Haig

my last pair
of strappy Italian kicks
songs of summer

Judith Morrison Schallberger
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a red sunset
floods a puddle
bloodroot blooms

Marilyn Ashbaugh

endless summer . . .
dust motes hang
in a sunbeam

Christine Horner

dance of the bees—
waiting for the results
of her CT scan

Betty Arnold

amidst scatterings
of deer poop, the last scent
of blooming jasmine

Richard Bruns
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after father left
fly fishing on the driveway
summer’s end

Thomasjohn Wells Miller

crow caw ellipses 

Brad Bennett

age smooths your skin
but wrinkles mine
bristlecone pine

Deborah P Kolodji

becoming ours
the rain

in the forecast

          Gary Hotham
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naked ladies
whiten inside their wilting
autumn begins

Stephanie Baker

leaves yellowing
that

it happens at all

            David Käwika Eyre

red and blue
a country
bruised

Yvette Nicole Kolodji

the bumper sticker
for my candidate
lifting at one edge

Susan Antolin
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mackerel sky—
the undulating waves of
uncertainty

Betty Arnold

autumn dusk the color of time

Gregory Longenecker

meteor shower
an acorn
falls to earth

robert earl

the space
between stars
space

Jeff Hoagland
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witch hazel in bloom
a kinglet
fires up its crest

Tanya McDonald

by the way
her heels clatter
    trouble

William Scott Galasso

Día de Muertos
skulls watch us sign
the willed-body form

Sarah Paris

like a rocket
this journey
to oblivion

Patrick Gallagher
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memorial candle
the pool of wax 
deepens

David Grayson

home alone—
one too many
ticking clocks

Robert Epstein

moved to the front
of the file cabinet
—our will

Bruce H. Feingold

government census
birds that migrate
those that stay

Deborah P Kolodji
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woodpecker braille
all my efforts
at translation

Kath Abela Wilson

low winter sun
shadows of cattle
grown thinner

Joseph Robello

the courage
to be homeless . . .
I catch her gaze

Michael Sheffield

counting backwards
from one hundred . . .
year-end bath

Fay Aoyagi
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Christmas
after my sister’s passing
my mother’s distance

Beverly Acuff Momoi

memorial mass
begins and ends with bagpipes
winter haze

Johnnie Johnson Hafernik

moon of hard times
the cold porcelain knob
on the pantry door

Mike Stinson

unmade bed
my body’s dent
in the biome

Michele Root-Bernstein
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first light lighter than thought

Mark Levy

prayer site
the schoolyard where
we ran free

Victor Ortiz

city pond
the skater twirls around
his iPhone

Brad Bennett

classical or jazz . . .
the whisper of the kettle
on a night of snow

Nagori
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soaked with sky . . . no clear way
down from the mountain

Kristen Lang

   scent trail
              of a red fox . . .
where does desire go?

Michele Root-Bernstein

red slippers
handmade for the newborn—
snow moon

pjm

wrens
taking a dirt bath
his winter moods

Renée Owen
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Written in the Stars

Angela Terry
Julie Warther
 
life on Mars—
the question marks
flashing red 
 
     a dark room
     with no exit sign
 
that slow dance
through infinite space
star-forming galaxies
 
     expanding universe
     what I never understood
     before
 
gravitational waves
in 3/4 time 

     eyes closed . . .
     I embrace what’s written
     in the stars

Endless Waves

Lorraine Haig
Kristen Lang
 
deserted shore
the ribs of an old hulk
rusting 
 
     childhood haunt—the same stones
     thrashed by a rising tide
 
low sun
the long distance swimmer
steps into the sea
 
     whale song
     the endless waves full of pitch
     and tremor
 
ancient calling—a turtle
hauls herself up the sand 

     whitecaps
     fill each footprint
     night stroller
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the comfort
of dad’s snoring
ends
we try to take a breath
without him

Mark Teaford her long loud chat
to each ball she bowls—
I tune in
to magpie chorus
lift my eyes above the trees

Beverley George

my blush
as I admit my passion
weeding the garden
of everything
but dandelions

Kath Abela Wilson

the morning glory
embraces all that it touches—
who could have known
the moment I first saw you,
I mean, really saw you

James Chessing
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marauding raccoons
they shit in the tree house
and dig up the lawn
at the end of the flashlight beam
the one with empathic eyes

James Chessing It’s dangerous
for him to be
around people—
he loses his will
to die

J. Zimmerman

R&B singer
talks about her faith
this cold morning
I sit cross-legged
as if to meditate

Lenard D. Moore

the chaos
of children’s snow boots
on the porch
we find life’s pattern
in this jumble of days

Debbie Strange
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Swash Zone – Cherie Hunter Day

At the base of the sandstone cliffs at the far end of the state beach 
there’s a chrome yellow and black sign stuck in a pile of rubble. It  
depicts falling rocks endangering a stick figure. It draws beachgoers 
close enough to take selfies—closer to the pictograph becoming reality.

 mud plume
 at the mouth of the lagoon
 winter curlews

Sage – Lyn Beigel

A sage green organic cotton nightgown: one of the first few things I 
treated myself to after my husband died. The fabric had never been 
bleached, the color of the cotton boll itself. A shade I had not worn 
since my early twenties, when I had a stylish corduroy suit; a color 
that speaks to me of comfort and solitary contentment, even security. 
Ageless, unconnected to failure or success. Like the implications of a 
paragraph whose verbs are mostly implied.

 smoldering sage
 by an open window
 summer’s breath
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Ro-buki – Dyana Basist

In the meadow, a white egret spirals down, moves into the remaining 
sun, tucks one leg. The S of its neck folds, hiding a long yellow beak. 
Motionless for an hour. A coyote yips once in the distance. Suddenly 
its torso extends like a plump arrow, wings unfold, five flaps of lift and 
it is gone over the rooftops.
 
 shakuhachi—
 he hits the windy note
 of ghosts

Parable of the Fishes - J Hahn Doleman

He turned the lab aquarium temperature dial up to the highest setting 
on Fridays after final period, so when our biology teacher came in on 
Mondays she would find all the guppies floating glassy-eyed on the 
surface. After this occurred four or five times, she stopped restocking 
the tank with the doomed creatures, and he moved on to torturing 
freshmen.

 high school reunion
 the class bully asks us
 if we’re born again
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2019 San Francisco International Competition 
Haiku, Senryu, and Tanka

Haiku selected by Scott Mason

First Place  

lingering
in the tide pool
a child’s gaze

Gregory Longenecker

Second Place 

autumn wind all the colors of the freight train 

Frank Hooven

Third Place

owls call in the winter darkness around us

Joseph Robello
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Haiku Honorable Mentions

morning apologies . . .
frost lingers
on the shaded grass  

Frank Hooven

into the recycling origami cranes

Carolyn Hall

summer moon
   a white lie
   with wings

Lee Gurga
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Senryu selected by Michael Ketchek

First Place

used bookstore
memoir bleeds
into mystery

 Peter Newton

Second Place

nine eleven
we all know someone
who knew someone

 Alan Bridges
 

Third Place 

lucky day
a penny on the floor
by the urinal

 Frank Hooven
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Senryu Honorable Mentions

all-day hike
he asks me to explain
Brexit

 J. Zimmerman

nothing lasts dear her clear plastic cup

 Scott Mason

Father’s Day—
I call
my sons

 Lee Gurga
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Tanka selected by Michael Dylan Welch

First Place 

our long conversation
about divorcing
we part company
soundlessly
in falling snow

 Pamela Babusci
    Second Place

    in my dream
    Mother is still alive—
    I fall back to sleep
    to finish our stroll
    in the summer garden

     Margaret Chula
Third Place

some scars lie deeper
than can ever be seen . . .
the other mourners
mistake my tears for grief
instead of joy

 Tracy Davidson
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Tanka Honorable Mentions 
(ranked)

a cumulus cloud
dissipating . . .
would anyone
notice
if I disappeared

 Susan Burch

the coiled tips
of fiddlehead ferns
remind me
that every forest knows
how to make music

 Debbie Strange

sewing a button
onto his shirt—
at least this
I know how
to fix

 Susan Burch
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Submission Guidelines

Mariposa is the membership journal of the Haiku Poets of North-
ern California. The print publication features haiku and senryu, as well 
as tanka, haibun, short linked verse, and brief articles related to these 
poetic forms. Submissions for the twice-yearly issues are due in-hand 
March 1 and September 1. For information on becoming a member 
please see the HPNC website at: <www.hpnc.org>.

All work must be the author’s original work, not previously published 
or currently under consideration at another journal or contest. Please 
no simultaneous submissions. Work that has already appeared on web-
based journals, personal websites and blogs, as well as social media 
websites is considered published.  

Send submission of 10 to 15 haiku/senryu/tanka, plus haibun and linked 
verse, in the body of a single e-mail (no attachments) to the editor at 
<mariposaeditor@gmail.com>, or by regular mail to: Carolyn Hall, 122 
Calistoga Road #135, Santa Rosa CA 95409. Submission by e-mail is 
preferred. Postal submissions should include an SASE for notification. 
Selections are based on merit. Acceptances/rejections will be sent out 
shortly after the deadline.
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